
TSOA (NSW) Inc By-Laws
These by laws are formulated under section 14 of the articles of association and take
effect from 14th March 2023

By Law 1
Ecurie Triumph By Law - Pointscore System

1. Triumph sports cars competing in races for Historic Production Sports Cars (Motorsport
Australia Groups Sa, Sb and Sc) shall be eligible to compete for the John Thompson
Performance Cars trophy.

2. Drivers must be financial members of TSOA (N.S.W.) and included in the agreed "Ecurie
Triumph" driver list to be eligible.

3. The Ecurie calendar of eligible events will be produced and published by the Ecurie
AGM held in January of each year.

4. Points will be awarded on the results of each race for Group S over the weekend. No points
will be awarded for any handicap race

5. Points will be awarded on the basis of 10,6,4,3,2,1,1,1,1, etc. using the driver's outright
finishing order. No points will be awarded for a DNF.

6. If separate races are programmed for eligible Triumphs (e.g. Group Sa and Sb have different
races) total race times will be used to determine Ecurie Triumph round placing. In the event
that races are of different lengths, a pro rata adjustment of competitors race times will be
used. A similar adjustment may be required in the event of lapped competitors.

7. In the event that calculations in point 6 result in identical race times, the driver with the
faster lap recorded in the feature race will take precedence.

8. For the TSOA Super Sprint, the fastest official lap time only will determine the points
awarded.

9. Where a race requires 2 drivers, both eligible Ecurie Triumph drivers will be awarded full
points for their placing provided that a driver has completed a minimum of 10% of the total
laps.

10. If all Ecurie Triumph members competing in the year, compete at the same away meeting,
then that meeting shall be the only away meeting at which points are scored. To be defined
as a competitor a member has to finish one race, (amendment added 1.2.2015)

11. If condition 10 does not apply then the points score reverts back to the best away
round counting for points, (amendment added 1.2.2015)

12. To be eligible for points members must enter under the name TSOA Ecurie Triumph and a
sign on their race car reading ECURIE TRIUMPH in letters no smaller than 35mm high,
(amendment added 1.2.2015)
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